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Abstract
This paper describes P ON D, a planner developed to
solve problems characterized by partial observability
and non-determinism. P ON D searches in the space of
belief states, guided by a relaxed plan heuristic. Many
of the more interesting theoretical issues showcased
by P ON D show up within its relaxed plan heuristics. Namely, the exciting topics are deﬁning distance
estimates between belief states, eﬃciently computing
such distance estimates on planning graphs, and sharing planning graphs and relaxed plans between belief
states.

Introduction
The P ON D planner solves many types of planning
problems characterized by uncertainty, whether they
are non-deterministic/probabilistic, are non/partially
observable, or have deterministic/uncertain actions.
P ON D accepts PPDDL-like1 (Younes & Littman 2004)
problem descriptions and generates conformant and
conditional plans. P ON D searches forward in the space
of belief states, similar to GPT (Bonet & Geﬀner 2000),
using various search algorithms (A*, AO*, LAO*, Enforced Hill-Climbing) depending on the problem and
user preferences. To compute heuristics for search,
P ON D can use several diﬀerent planning graph techniques. We start by discussing some of the theory that
goes into computing the planning graph heuristics used
by P ON D, and then describe the planner implementation.

Theory
Since P ON D can handle several types of planning
problems, we concentrate on the techniques used for
conformant non-deterministic planning. We refer to
(Bryce, Kambhampati, & Smith 2006a) and (Bryce,
Kambhampati, & Smith 2006b) for additional techniques, not described here.
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PPDDL extended for various things such as nondeterminism, observations, goal probability thresholds, etc.

Belief State Distance: To search in belief space,
P ON D estimates the conformant plan distance between the belief state(s) at the end of its current plan
preﬁx and a goal belief state. The distance between
belief states is taken as an aggregate measure of the
underlying distances between states in the belief states.
For instance, a possible admissible measure would ﬁnd
the minimum distance from every state in the current
belief state to a state in the goal belief state, then
take the maximum of these (this is the measure used
by GPT). Since taking the maximum of the minimum
state distances assumes full positive interaction between
the states, we would not account for many of the actions that diﬀer between the sequences for each state
(i.e., miss independence). Taking the summation of
the minimum state distances would assume full independence, but miss the positive interaction. Instead,
we use a measure that exploits both positive interaction and independence. By analogy to plan merging,
we would like to merge the action sequences for each
of the states in the current belief state so that actions
overlap as much as possible (Bryce, Kambhampati, &
Smith 2006a). The resulting merged plan contains all
actions used in common or independently by the different states in the belief state. We can obtain this
measure by computing a classical relaxed plan for each
state in our current belief state and merging the relaxed
plans. However, there may be many states in our belief
state and computing a planning graph for each state is
costly.
Heuristic Computation: In order to compute our
belief state distance measure without constructing multiple explicit planning graphs, we use a planning graph
generalization, called the Labeled Uncertainty Graph
(LUG) (Bryce, Kambhampati, & Smith 2006a). The
LUG represents multiple explicit planning graphs implicitly. The idea is to use a single planning graph
skeleton to represent common action and proposition
connectivity, and use annotations (labels) that denote
which planning graph components exist in the explicit
planning graphs. Labels are propositional formulas,
whose models correspond to states in the belief state.
We can determine which explicit planning graphs contain a proposition by examining the models of the

proposition’s label. If a state entails the label of the
proposition at level k, the proposition is in the explicit
planning graph for the state at level k.
Using LUG connectivity, we can determine which actions are needed to support the goal propositions, and
using labels we know when we have chosen enough actions to support the goals from each of the states in
our belief state. Thus, we can extract a relaxed plan
that represents an implicitly merged plan for each of
the states in our belief state. This relaxed plan indicates the plan distance to transition each of the states
in a belief state to a goal belief state.
State Agnostic Planning Graphs: The LUG implicitly represents a set of explicit planning graphs. Using a state agnostic planning graph (SAG) (Cushing &
Bryce 2005), a generalization of the LUG, we can build
a LUG for every possible state. The SAG and LUG are
identical except for which states are represented and
how we compute relaxed plans. To extract the relaxed
plan for a belief state from the SAG (assuming the belief state is represented by a propositional formula) we
need to take the conjunction of each label with the belief
state to reveal the LUG for the belief state. Those planning graph elements where the conjunction is satisﬁable
are in the revealed LUG. By computing the SAG, we
construct a single, sometimes costly, LUG whose cost
is amortized over each belief state.
Global Relaxed Plan: Alternative to using the SAG
to compute a relaxed plan for each belief state, we can
compute a global relaxed plan. The global relaxed plan
continues the SAG generalization by making a state agnostic relaxed plan. We extract the global relaxed plan,
which is a relaxed plan for the belief state containing
all states, and then for each belief state encountered in
search we restrict the global relaxed plan to the actions
needed for the belief state. By restricting the global
relaxed plan, we mean that we take the conjunction of
each action’s label in the global relaxed plan with the
belief state formula. Those actions where the conjunction is satisﬁable are in the relaxed plan. The global
relaxed plan is admittedly less accurate than extracting a relaxed plan from the SAG for a speciﬁc belief
state, but is very fast to compute.
Lazily Enforced Hill-Climbing: P ON D uses a
lazily enforced hill-climbing search, guided by three
heuristics: belief state cardinality (Bertoli, Cimatti, &
Roveri 2001), the global relaxed plan and the SAG relaxed plan. These heuristics have an increasing computation cost (and accuracy). The basic idea is to the
use the cardinality heuristic in hill-climbing, as long
as it improves the heuristic distance to the goal belief
state. If the cardinality of the current children search
nodes does not decrease, then we re-evaluate the children with the global relaxed plan (a slightly more costly,
but better heuristic). If the global relaxed plan cannot
ﬁnd a better child, then we switch to the SAG relaxed
plan in an A* search rooted at our current search node.
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Figure 1: Lazily Enforced Hill-Climbing strategy.
The SAG relaxed plan is the costliest heuristic, but
the most informed. Once the A* search ﬁnds a better
cost child, we resume hill-climbing with cardinality. If
search fails, we revert to A* search with the global relaxed plan heuristic. The automata in Figure 1 depicts
our search strategy. Since the heuristic landscape deﬁned by cardinality, the global relaxed plan, and SAG
relaxed plan are diﬀerent, we say the search is lazily
enforced hill-climbing. It is not always the case that
using one heuristic to escape a heuristic plateau of another heuristic decreases the original distance to the
goal belief state. However, since we use the heuristics
in order of increasing accuracy, we are more conﬁdent
in the direction chosen by the heuristics even if it means
an increase in the original heuristic distance.

Implementation
P ON D is implemented in C++ and uses several existing technologies. It employs the PPDDL parser
(Younes & Littman 2004) for input, the IPP planning
graph construction code (Koehler et al. 1997) for the
LUG, and the CUDD BDD package (Somenzi 1998) for
representing belief states, actions, and labels. P ON D
resembles MBP (Bertoli et al. 2001) because it uses
BDDs to represent belief states and actions, and uses
BDD operations to symbolically compute the transition
between belief states. P ON D is perhaps most similar to KACMBP (Bertoli & Cimatti 2002) because we
use both cardinality and reachability heuristics, however our reachability heuristics are based on conformant
relaxed plans.
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